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Software module testing is an essential part of information technology 

software development. Each module need to pass a series of qualified tests before 

adding it to the main project. There are two approaches to combining modules 

during testing: incremental and monolithic. The research will analyze these two 

methods and consider the prospect of their use in the future. 

In the IT field, a software module is understood to mean a part of compiled 

code that performs some functions and connects to the main code. It should also 

be noted that the module should only receive data, process it and return the result. 

In general, the process of testing the module is as follows [1, 5]: 1) a test set is 

developed, which is a set of control examples; 2) a test driver is implemented, 

which enables the module to be run with parameters from the test set and to further 

compare the result of the module with the expected one. 

The step-by-step testing method is a method in which the software modules 

are not tested in isolation from one another but connected in turn to previously 

tested modules. The monolithic test method is to test each module individually, 

creating a test driver for each case. Monolithic testing is only profitable in the 

initial stages of development [2]. Comparing the two methods, it follows: 

monolithic testing requires more costs, because unlike step-by-step testing, where 

the previous modules are used, testing for each module requires writing a separate 

test driver; when step-by-step testing, errors when connecting multiple modules 

are detected much earlier, because the process of "forming" integral software 

begins earlier; in monolithic testing the results are limited only by the 

functionality of the current module, while step by step testing several modules 

pass at once, thus further testing the functionality of all the connected modules; 

in monolithic testing there is a possibility of "parallel" testing of several different 

modules, however the efficiency is shown only at the initial phase of testing.  

In general, testing of application modules is one of the ways to save money on 

product creation. According to the paper [3], the main purpose of testing is far from 

confirmation of correctness, it is not to show the satisfactory performance of the 

program, but to clearly determine why the operation of the program is unsatisfactory. 

Testing costs a lot. For each test program, the more defects found per IT project, the 

higher the benefits of testing investment. Therefore, the purpose of testing is to detect 

as many defects as possible with a high level of importance [3]. 

The following results follow from the results obtained. Step-by-step testing 

is more sophisticated and convenient when considering the process of creating 

information technology software. With it, you can gradually "form" a ready-made 

software tool, which allows you to find conflicts of existing modules in the 

process of gradually adding them. However, monolithic testing cannot be ruled 
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out and only step-by-step everywhere. Sometimes, especially in the early stages 

of development, there is no need to integrate modules. It is at these times that 

monolithic testing will be a favorite, because, having developed several modules, 

they can be tested in parallel without any anchoring. 

Therefore, both methods discussed in the paper will be relevant and will be 

difficult to find. As they begin to develop the software, everyone will use 

monolithic testing to quickly test the module and start developing the next one. 

After the creation and testing of each module, you can proceed to step-by-step 

testing, thus checking the compatibility of the modules and further testing them. 

It should be noted that, according to standard [6], the quality of the system is the 

degree of satisfaction of the system by the stated needs of different stakeholders, 

which allows us to evaluate the benefits. These stated and assumed needs are 

represented in the international standards of the SQuaRE series by means of 

quality models that represent product quality in the form of a breakdown into 

characteristic classes, which in some cases are subdivided into sub-characteristics. 

Therefore, testing will be relevant throughout as long as the software modules and 

software are generally developed. After all, developers and other contractors of 

the IT project make mistakes that are much easier and cheaper to detect at the 

testing stage than after the creation of a complete project. 
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